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TEACHER IMPACT GOALS STRATEGIC AREA OF FOCUS #1
Identifying teacher leaders to build the solutions necessary to change and strengthen the profession and  
drive transformation in schools, districts, and states

SCHOOL/DISTRICT NAME: Oshkosh Area School District (OASD), Oshkosh, Wisconsin

TEACHER IMPACT GOALS STRATEGIC AREA OF FOCUS #2
Asking teacher leaders to embrace and lead necessary reform change, such as changes to existing structures and mindsets

OVERVIEW
Our current traditional classroom structure does not honor 
individual student learners’ needs. Traditional methodology 
marginalizes all learners, be it through failure to address 
proximal development, not differentiating for preferred 
learning style or level of interest, or lack of fostering student 
efficacy, thus negatively affecting student achievement. 
Although many districts have worked to change classroom 
instruction, top-down mandates for change often fail. Teach-
er-led change is often the most effective and lasting due 
to its organic, bottom-up nature. A small group of teachers 
formed a Personalized Learning Cohort, which has worked, 
and will continue to work, toward defining personalized 
learning for our district in order to create a personalized 
learning experience for all learners. The teachers in the 
cohort will continue to develop their education leadership 
skills to lead instructional change at the building, district, 
and state levels. This practitioner-led model will bring life to more personalized pedagogies in a way district-led initiative cannot. 
The objective of our project is to build teachers’ capacity so that they can become transformational leaders in the implementation of 
personalized learning. In order for our teacher leaders to embrace and lead the necessary reform, we will need to equip them with the 
skills, mindset, and pedagogical practices necessary to create a truly student-led learning environment. Our program has identified, and 
will continue to identify, the teacher leaders in our building and district who are eager to implement transformational change in teach-
ing and learning. Research supports our earnest belief our work will have positive impacts on student learning.

Photo: 1 Will Brydon, Kristi Levy, Heather Kangas, and Justin Hable attend ASCD in 
Anaheim, California, to share the work of OASD.
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THE CHALLENGE

Our current traditional classroom structure does not honor individual student learners’ 
needs. Teacher-led change is often the most effective and lasting due to its organic, bot-
tom-up nature. This practitioner-led model will bring life to more personalized pedagogies 
in a way district-led initiative cannot. The objective of our project is to build teachers’ 
capacity so that they can become transformational leaders in the implementation of 
personalized learning. In order for our teacher leaders to embrace and lead the necessary 
reform, we will need to equip them with the skills, mindset, and pedagogical practices 
necessary to create a truly student-led learning environment. Our program has identified, 
and will continue to identify, the teacher leaders in our building and district who are eager 
to implement transformational change in teaching and learning. Research supports our 
earnest belief our work will have positive impacts on student learning.

Points of Frustration
1. The Marginalization of Learners
Traditional methodology marginalizes all learners, be it through failure to address 

proximal development, not differentiating for preferred learning style or level of interest, 
or lack of fostering student efficacy, thus negatively affecting student achievement.

2. Top-Down Changes Often Fail
Although many districts have worked to change classroom instruction, top-down mandates for change often fail. This is not to say 

that education leaders at the district, state, or even national levels do not understand learners or education research. More often, top-
down change fails because the lack of teacher ownership leads to a lack of fidelity. In every school system in the country, we have seen 
evidence that suggests that the most effective and lasting instructional changes come from the level of the practitioner.

3. A Shift Away from Teacher Autonomy
At the onset of our work, teachers in Oshkosh were beginning to feel disenchanted with the degree to which teacher autonomy was 

being slowly eroded. As our district shifted toward a more common learning experience for students, teachers felt they were losing 
their voice in the classroom and the art of teaching was being taken over by the science of teaching. Common unit assessments were 
being developed, state standardized testing was becoming a high-stakes assessment in term of our schools’ state report cards and, in 
some cases, departments were dictating the minutiae of curricular implementation.

Approaching a Need for Change
Prior to our implementation of the Personalized Learning frame-

work, these frustrations were leading teachers to employ a variety of 
strategies. Though these strategies were well intended, they merely 
shifted the conflict teachers were feeling in the classroom to conflict 
among professional staff members. Because many of the curricular 
decisions were being made at the department level, in attempts to 
meet their students’ individual needs, teachers were engaging in 
subterfuge. Teachers were often portraying classroom practices that 
were compliant with the department curriculum while implement-
ing changes that were unapproved, butthat better met the needs of 
their learners. Although the changes were overwhelmingly positive, 
the cloaked changes were preventing critical conversations at the 
department level about the dangers of a lockstep curriculum.

Photo: 2 Kristi Levy, Malary Hill, and Alex Griffith discuss the challenge of 
meeting all learners’ needs.
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The Tipping Point
The frustrations related to the existing structure came to a head when colleagues from the department confronted one of our 

teachers. The teacher was making modifications to a common summative assessment in order to support her English language learn-
ers. Upon learning of this, her colleagues felt undermined by the allowances made for her students. After months of hiding her efforts 
to support students and meet them where they were as learners, this confrontation was a tipping point that demanded a change: 
either the culture around learning needed to change, or the teacher felt she needed to leave. In an effort to achieve the former, the 
teacher asked for support and guidance from instructional coaches. In the months leading up to this, we had begun the work to solidify 
our district’s interpretation of what personalized learning looks like, and our community had specifically asked for a more personal-
ized learning environment in our three-year strategic plan. However, we knew implementation would depend on the intrinsic desire 
for teachers to change the paradigm of learning in their classroom. The struggles between individual teachers and the will of the larger 
department created the perfect intersection in which to begin our work in personalized learning.

THE TEACHER IMPACT GRANT GROWS TEACHER LEADERS
Our teachers knew that they wanted to return to classroom and 

assessments practices that put the focus back on student learning. 
However, we also recognized that our teachers needed opportunities 
for new learning of their own before they could make informed deci-
sions about how to accomplish our goal. The work of implementing 
our ASCD Teacher Impact Grant began with crafting a strategic plan 
for how to best wrap support around our cohort teachers. We knew 
that this meant providing both professional development opportuni-
ties, such as conferences, along with more embedded support in the 
form of regular meetings with instructional coaches as they worked to 
change their instructional practices. We feel passionate about teacher 
leadership, but we also recognize that teacher leaders need to be 
learners first, and growing teacher leaders is an intentional process. 
The process of growing teacher leaders must include experiences 
and learning that prepares them to lead. Teacher leaders don’t simply 
happen when teachers are given additional responsibilities or posi-
tional authority. It is about developing a skill set that prepares them 
to lead others, regardless of station or titles.

THE TEACHER IMPACT GRANT EMPOWERS TEACHER LEADERS
One of the learning experiences that made possible by the Teacher Impact Grant was our cohort’s ability to provide internal profes-

sional development for a variety of district stakeholders. This allowed instructional coaches to work alongside our cohort teachers to 
support them as they planned professional learning. This gave our teachers the opportunity to take the lead on planning PD with the 
support of instructional coaches who are experienced in providing high-quality professional development. During the course of the 
year, cohort teachers have provided 15 hours of professional development to various internal groups, including building principals 
from all 18 of our schools, all of our district instructional coaches, our sister high school, and colleagues within our own building.

In addition to providing support and learning for our internal stakeholders, our teachers also took the opportunity to present at 
each of the conferences they attended. This allowed them to share their emerging practices with other districts around the state and 
country. Simultaneously, it also provided them with authentic opportunities to distill their knowledge and experiences in personal-
ized learning. The process of crafting presentations and answering other educators’ questions often led to new learning for our cohort 
members. Neither the conference attendance nor the release time to provide professional development would have been possible 
without the Teacher Impact Grant.

Photo: 3 Heather Kangas and Kristi Levy lead the PL Cohort, which focused 
on growing teachers’ capacity to lead change.
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The work made possible by the Teacher Impact Grant has 
allowed our cohort to overcome some of our initial chal-
lenges. Cohort teachers gained a stronger sense of autonomy 
and control over what was happening in their classrooms. 
Cohort teachers felt empowered to make the best choices for 
their students in response to their students’ unique needs as 
learners. As cohort members worked through the school year 
to make changes to their practices in response to student 
learning needs, they were transparent with their colleagues 
about their successes and challenges. This transformed com-
munication within the departments and provided a new sense 
of balance among teacher voices as cohort members shared 
their practices with other teachers. The open communication 
with building colleagues has built trust and diminished teacher 
opposition to implementing personalized learning practices 
at our school. Cohort teachers have been strongly supported by district and building administration, as well as by their instructional 
coaches, throughout the work they have done to personalize learning. This strong support has helped to create a sense of security for 
cohort teachers to take the risks necessary in order to change their teaching.

IMPROVED STUDENT LEARNING
The work of teacher leadership is a journey of peaks 

and valleys. It is a work fraught with highs and lows 
that simply don’t exist when teachers are being led 
through a prescribed, top-down initiative. When teach-
ers are trusted to lead, we feel a sense of obligation to 
our students, our colleagues, and our profession that 
simply isn’t our burden to carry when we are facilitat-
ing and implementing the work of others. Throughout 
our first year of implementation, we felt the weight of 
our decisions when we feared students weren’t being 
successful, and we had moments of doubt when our 
data didn’t tell the story our intuition told. Through-
out our first year of implementation, our data digs were a crucial component of evaluating our success, but we quickly learned that 
discerning the crucial metrics for measuring success was complex. It was not uncommon for our teacher cohort to spend hours disag-
gregating and aggregating data only to find that our data set was meaningless in terms of overall indicators of success. However, after 
much experimentation, our team did find metrics that seemed to tell the story of our implementation. The collection of D and F data 
combined with data related to missing performance activities was significant in helping teachers to see the correlation between failing 
grades and motivation versus skills deficits. This data analysis also revealed that teachers’ perceptual impressions diverged greatly 
from what our data was telling us. Some of our cohort’s most challenging classes, in terms of behaviors, were simultaneously some of 
the highest-performing sections. Conversely, some of their most pleasant sections were their lowest-performing sections. This was in 
direct conflict with what teachers predicted the data would tell us.

After a year of implementation, data digs, cohort meetings, and troubleshooting, we learned that tracking student growth (per power 
standard) over the course of a school year was the most reliable metric for determining the success of our practices. Although the 
aim is for every student to demonstrate proficiency by the end of the academic year, focusing on growth allowed us to see that every 
learner improved. Some of our students entered the school year with a significant skills deficit and, though they may not have achieved 

Photo: 4 The PL Cohort teachers lead professional learning and discussion for their 
colleagues as part of a five-week Modern Learning Series.
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proficiency in all cases, the growth they demonstrated was significant. Below is a breakdown of one such power standard in one of 
our courses. The sample for the following data set tracked the performance of 62 sophomore English students’ performance on the 
Common Core Standard (W.9-10.1a) from the fall of 2016 to the spring of 2017. As you can easily see, the growth among this group of 
students was significant.

Figure 1 Result from the Fall 2016 Baseline Assessment for W.9-10.1a

Figure 2 Result from the Spring 2017 Final Assessment for W.9-10.1a (same student population seen in 
Figure 1)
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEADERSHIP IN LEARNING

In addition to improving learning for students in their classrooms, the cohort teachers also had an impact beyond their four walls. 
Teachers in the cohort provided significant professional development both within the Oshkosh Area School District and beyond. Their 
learning and the work they have done will continue to shape instruction for years to come as others follow their lead. As a result of 
their efforts, new crops of teachers are ready to begin the work to implement personalized learning in their classrooms, and our build-
ing administrators are ready to support them.

As a result of our work in personalized learning, the cohort of teachers that received the Teacher Impact Grant 
also served as the inspiration to begin a Masters in Teacher Leadership in Learning. This master’s degree is now 
being offered in conjunction with the University of Wisconsin–Oshkosh and is tailored to keeping our best and 
brightest teachers in the classroom and allowing them to be leaders of instructional in our buildings and district. 
With an emphasis on “leading without leaving,” teachers in the master’s program are provided with the essential 
skills and opportunities to grow the profession from the inside out.

CALL TO ACTION

Teacher leadership is a key component of transforming education to meet the needs of all students. For teacher leadership to be most 
effective, it takes more than teachers who are interested and willing to lead. The development of teacher leaders is a process, and 
processes take time. District and building administrators must be willing to take time the time necessary to develop teacher leaders. 
Additionally, administrators need to provide both learning opportunities and leading opportunities for emerging teacher leaders. The 
learning opportunities should be both formal professional development sessions or classes, as well as informal learning via coach-
ing sessions with instructional coaches and collaboration time with other teacher leaders. The leading opportunities may start as the 
teachers leading or facilitating the administration’s plan, but it is important to allow teacher leaders to take ownership and develop 
their own goals and materials. One of the essential elements of developing teacher leaders is to create a safe space for teachers to be 
creative and take risks. As administrators and instructional coaches are supporting the work of their teacher leaders, they must not 
focus only on the end product but also recognize the value of the process the teacher leaders go through as they try new approaches to 
meet their students’ needs.

Schools and districts will be most successful when teacher leaders, instructional coaches, building administrators, and district 
administrators are all working together and clearly communicating. Teachers do not have to wait for administrators to create oppor-
tunities for teachers to lead. Once a teacher sees an opportunity to address a problem or bring about change, the teacher should seize 
this chance to lead. Teachers who identify a need for change should start by bringing their ideas to an instructional coach, a depart-
ment chair, a fellow teacher leader, or a building principal to establish a plan and work towards establishing support for that plan. 
Instructional coaches can be instrumental in creating opportunities for teacher leadership by identifying teachers who are eager and 
willing to work for change and helping teachers align their vision to meet the goals and needs of the district. As for administrators, 
we need building and district leadership to be thoughtful about providing opportunities for authentic teacher leadership. Ultimately, 
teacher leadership is not about facilitating someone else’s agenda, it is opportunities to create the agenda in service to building and 
district goals. Ultimately, the goal for everyone—teachers, coaches, and administrators—is the same. Everyone wants to do what is 
best to for student learning. It’s the HOW that we are all still working on. HOW do we best meet the needs of our students for optimal 
learning? Empowering teacher leaders will help us figure out the way.

The Teacher Impact Grant Program is made possible by the support of ASCD, the Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust,  
and Carnegie Corporation of New York.


